
The Undertaker Drew A Heavy Sigh Seeing  
No One Else Had Come, 
And A Bell Was Ringing In The Village Square  
for the Band On The Run. 

- Wings, Band on the Run 

 

The living dead can’t keep a good band down.  This is an entry 

in the Danish role-playing site RPGforum’s rpg challenge 

competition, round VIII, a Jesus Bar Mitzvah Production 

written by Kristian Bach Petersen.  

 

A Hard Day's Night of the Living Dead: a role-playing 

experience that pits the Fab Four up against hordes of newly 

risen dead. To be played by four, and only four, players.  

 

To play you will need paper, pencils and at least a couple of 

(Fab)4-sided dice. 

 

 

Four Scenes  

Each game of A Hard Day's Night of the Living Dead RPG 

consists of four scenes. 

 

In each scene, one of the players (taking turns) gets to set a target and a challenge. A target could be “get hold 

of a black taxi cab” or “get out of the building”. Often the target of a scene will be rather obvious, again, “get 

out of the building”. The challenge will often involve a number of living dead, and could be something like 

“kill all the dead pople in the room”, “get around the zombies blocking the exit” or “get the mob of dead eating 

Brian Epstein away from him”. This challenge will consist of a number dice, representing the difficulty of the 

challenge, most often the number of living dead needing to be beaten, outrun or set fire to.  

 

The number of challenge dies is created by The Fab Four together. Each player, without discussing it with the 

others, writes down a number of dice, that he then subtracts from the Dead Dice Pool on his character sheet. 

At the same time, these numbers are revealed, and then added together. This is the challenge number for the 

scene.  

 

In the beginning of a scene, there don’t have to be as many living dead in sight as the challenge numbers, says, 

the player setting the scene can keep as many dead fellows back, 

and throw into the scene when he sees fit. 

 

When the scene starts, you roll for on The Fab Four Die for 

each undead in the scene, to see which of the Fab Four the living 

dead targets. You can use tokens to remember how many 

undeads target each Beatle in each scene. 

 

The Fab Four Die. 

When you roll the Fab4 Dice, consult the following table, to see 

who is affected. 

1 Paul 

2 John 

3 George 

4 Ringo 

 

 



Fighting and running 

Sooner or later the Fab Four will have to 

face the undead. The way to fight a living 

dead is rolling a D4 and rolling below or on 

your score in Punch. The opponent then 

has the opportunity to escape damage, by 

rolling on or below his skill in 

Block/Dodge. 

 

Standart living dead 

Grab/Bite: 2 

Block/Dodge: 2 

Run really Fast 1 

 

End of level dead 

Grab/Bite: 3 

Block/Dodge: 2 

Run really Fast: 1 

 

Chunks: The hitpoints of A Hard Day's 

Night of the Living Dead. Normal living dead normally only has a single Chunk, but end of level dead can have 

more Chunks. The Fab Four has four Chunks each, obviously. When a Beatle loses his last Chunk, he dies 

and turns into a living dead – attacking his former band members. 

 

Running: It’s also possible to outrun the living dead, who due to rigor mortis, does not move very fast. This can 

be done by a successful Run Very Fast-roll. If you succeed four Run Very Fast-rolls, without any dead ones 

following by succeeding their Run Very Fast-roll, you escape the scene.  

 

Scenarios: 

It’s quite easy to create new scenarios for A Hard Day's Night of the Living Dead RPG. Just pick a place, four 

locations in that place, and a bad guy at the end of the scenario. 

 

This first edition of A Hard Day's Night of the Living Dead RPG, comes with the following scenarios: 

 

Escape from the Cavern Club  

Place: Hamburg 

Locations: The Cavern Club, The Red Light District, Downtown Hamburg & the ferry.   

Background: The year is 1962, The Beatles are playing in a basement club in the seedy part of Hamburg. 

Stuart Sutcliffe, former member of the band and recently deceased, is coming down on the Cavern Club with 

his army of the dead. Will the Fab Four manage to catch their ferry in time or will they be turned into 

hamburger meat by the living dead? (Baddie: Stuart Sutcliffe) 

 

Not Being Eaten at the Ed Sullivan Show  

Place: New York 

Locations: The Ed Sullivan Show, The Dakota Building, A McDonalds Restaurant & The JFK Airport 

Background: The Fab Four has just performed on The Ed Sullivan Show, watched by over 70 million people 

and now hordes of dead Americans invade the studio, goaded on by the vengeful immortal American bard, 

Bob Dylan. Will the Fab Four reach their plane at JFK Airport, or will they end up victims of American 

consumer culture? (Bod Dylan) 

 

 

 

 



Freeing the Fifth Beatle (London) (Rescuing George Martin) 

Place: London 

Locations:  A Double Dekker Bus, Kensington Gardens, Notting Hill Gate & Lyndhurst Sound Studio. 

Background: George Martin, the producer behind many of the Beatles’ biggest hits calls the Fab Four in a cry 

for help. His studio is being overrun by the undead and he desperately needs help. The Fab Four must jump 

the first bus they encounter and rescue their friend before he is eaten. (This scenario has no end baddie, but is 

more dangerous, as the mission is not mere escape or survival) 

 

 

Leaving Liverpool Alive 

 Place: Liverpool 

Locations: The Empire Theater, Downtown Liverpool, The Train & Liverpool Street Station 

Background: Rod Argent, leader of a rivaling band with a very undead-name has infiltrated a Beatles 

homecoming concert and turned the audience into… Zo..undeads. First The Fab Four must escape the concert 

venue and get to the station. On the train Rod Argent himself is waiting with his minions and his band, making 

it a quite a magical mystery tour to London. (Baddie: Rod Argent) 

 

Three player versions: 

 

John Dead Intervention  

Location: Rishikes, India 

Locations: The Temple, A crowded street, River Ganges & The Airport. 

Background: John has fallen under the sway of the Indian guru Maraharishi Mahesh Yogi and won’t come 

back to England. Something must be done, especially as Ringo hates the food! In this three-player scenario, it’s 

up to Paul, George and Ringo to get John away from the guru and India. The mindless servants of Maraharishi 

Mahesh Yogi acts pretty much as zombies, only difference is their orange robes and the stench of incense 

around them. (Baddie: Maraharishi Mahesh Yogi - Played without John) 

 

Dead, Dead, Denmark 

Place: Copenhagen, 1964 

Location: KB Hallen, Strøget, Langlinje (Den Lille Havfrue), Kastrup Lufthavn 

Background: Ringo is sick, but The Fab Four is still lining up to play their only ever concert in Denmark. 

Problem is, Ringos replacement, Jimmy Nicol, has turned into a zombie and has infected most of 

Copenhagen. Without their drummer, the band must take a quick touristy tour of Copenhagen before 

returning to the airport. (Baddie: Jimmy Nicol - Played without Ringo) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Fab Four Characters: 

 

Paul  
“Yesterday, all the undead seemed so far away” 
 
Run Really Fast: 2 
Punch: 3 
Block/Dodge: 2 
Musical skills: 3 
Chunks: 4 
Dead Dice Pool: 3D4 

 

 

Ringo 

“Obla-di Obla-dead” 
 
Run Really Fast: 3 
Punch: 3 
Block/Dodge: 3 
Musical skills: 1 
Chunks: 4 
Dead Dice Pool: 3D4 

 

 

George 
“She was a… dead tripper. One Way ticket, yeah” 
 
Run Really Fast: 3 
Punch: 2 
Block/Dodge: 3 
Musical skills: 2 
Chunks: 4 
Dead Dice Pool: 3D4 
 

 

John 
“Eleanor Deadby picks up the rice in the church where a wedding has been” 
 
Run Really Fast: 3 
Punch: 1 
Block/Dodge: 3 
Musical skills: 3 
Chunks: 4 
Dead Dice Pool: 3D4 

 

 


